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Abstract- In order to calculate reliability indices of some 
important equipment, the life data type of equipment or product 
needs to be ascertained firstly. Aiming to this question, the 
linear regression and correlation coefficient method is 
suggested. The linearization of common distribution like as 
exponential distribution is complied with the principle of linear 
regression. But for three-parameter Weibull distribution, the 
location parameter usually cannot be ascertained. A binary 
search algorithm is programmed to locate the location 
parameter firstly. Then through the comparison of correlation 
coefficient, the most fitted distribution type can be found out 
quickly. The result also shows that the inferred distribution 
type is in accord with the facts. Example illustrates the 
effectiveness and validness of linear regression and correlation 
coefficient for the inference of distribution type of life data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

There are two categories of method to predict the life of 
equipment and/or products. One is statistical hypothesis tests 
and the other is probability paper method. No matter which 
method is to be adopted, the preliminary analysis for the 
equipment’s life data is first necessary. The most frequently 
used tool for data analysis is histogram which can be helpful to 
find out the distribution type of life data. According to the 
shape of frequency histogram the most possible life data 
distribution type could be figured out. 

For every possible distribution type, the principle of 
hypothesis test should be used to give a decision of acceptation 

or rejection on the null hypothesis 0H . The Kolmogorov-

Smirnov (K-S) test is a simple but effective technology that has 
already been studied by a number of researchers using a wide 

range of approaches [1-3]. Chi-square 2  test was proposed 

by Pearson in 1900 and had already been employed for various 
situations [4, 5]. There can be several distributions meeting the 
hypothesis during the test, the most suitable one would be 
choose based on the personal experience. The probability paper 
method plots the data point on the special paper where the 
ordinate axis has a non-linear scale corresponding to the 
cumulative probability of failure. When these life data points 
are to be plotted on certain type probability paper, it is 
necessary to arrange these data in ascending order and then 

assign a cumulative probability of failure ( , )F i n  to each point. 

If a best straight line may be fitted through such points, these 

data can be seen as belonging to the distribution type above 
mentioned. At the same time, the unknown parameters can be 
estimated from the intercept. The researches on how to use 
probability paper are summarized in [6, 7]. When there are 
several distribution types meeting the straight line by eye, how 
to distinguish which one is better fitted such data is a challenge. 

There have been numerous procedures developed in the 
literature for determining whether a random sample comes 
from a specific distribution. All these procedures have been 
broadly classified as goodness-of-fit tests. Aiming to the 
deficiency that is unable to choose a better distribution, how to 
choose quantitatively the best distribution is a crucial issue. 
Linear regression technology has been employed in many 
applications [8, 9]. In this paper, the linear regression 
technology had been applied in the judgment of distribution 
type.  

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the 
principle of linear regression and how to apply the correlation 
coefficient to the reliability engineering. In section III, how to 
linearize several typical distributions is shown. In section IV, a 
number of experiments are conducted to demonstrate the linear 
regression method for two types of distributions. Finally, the 
conclusions drawn from this study are given in Section V. 

 

II. I. LINEAR REGRESSION AND CORRELATION 

COEFFICIENT 

If random variable Y  and X are of linear relation, their n 

observation values ( , ), 1,2, ,i ix y i n  are independent, then 

let  

    (i=1,2, ,n)i i iy a bx     (1) 

where, ,a b are unknown parameters, and called regression 

coefficient. The random variable i  subjected to s-Normal 

distribution 2(0, )N   and shows effect on iy .All above 

mentioned is a linear regression model. Regression analysis is 

to calculate the estimation value ˆˆ,a b  of regression coefficient 

,a b  according to the experimental data. Given x , 

ˆˆ ˆ    y a bx  ,  (2) 

could be seen as estimation of y=a+bx. Equation (2) is called 

as linear regression equation ( )x , and whose pictures are 

named as regression lines. Once the estimation value ˆˆ,a b  
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could be found out, the explicit form of (2) could be used to 

calculate the value of variable ŷ given x . 

The least square method (LSM) is often employed to get 
the estimation value of regression coefficient. Generally 

speaking, ˆ
i iy y  because the random variable i . The 

approach degrees of theoretical value y and factual value ŷ  

can be represented by 

2

1

ˆ ˆˆ ˆ( , ) ( )    
n

i i
i

Q a b y a bx


    (3) 

So, the less value of ˆˆ( , )Q a b , the higher of fit degree. 

Consequently, according to the principle of LSM, the 
estimation value of regression coefficient can be gotten when 
(3) reaches the minimum. It can be described by  

ˆˆ( , ) min ( , ) Q a b Q a b   (4) 

According to the principle of derivatives, extreme values 
can be reached by solve the following equations 
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After simplification of the (5), 
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 (6) can be changed into the following forms 
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xy

xx
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  (8) 

As a consequence of the above, the estimation values of 
regression coefficient can be obtained by the method of LSM. 

Computing correlation coefficient is the most commonly 
used method to measure the linear degrees between variables 
that are linearly related. Correlation coefficient is defined by 

xy

xx yy

S

S S
 


  (9) 

  is a dimensionless statistics and its absolute value is less 

than or equal 1. When 1  , it shows that all the experimental 

data are all located on the straight line. Then the variables ,x y  

are of linear relation at the probability value 1. If 1  , then 

the bigger of the  , the better of the linear degree between the 

variables; the less of the  , the worse of the linear degree 

between the variables. 

 

III. LINEARIZATON OF TYPICAL 

DISTRIBUTION 

In reliability engineering, a lot of equipment’s reliability 
level and life data is not of linear relation. On the contrary, 
there are some following relations, e.g. exponential distribution 
and Weibull distribution, between those two variables. As a 
result, the correlation coefficient cannot be employed directly 
to judge the life data law. By variable transformation, the 
relation between reliability level and life data may be changed 
into linear. Then linear regression theory can be used to judge 
which distribution is better than other. At the same time, the 
unknown parameters of one distribution can be estimated by 
this method. 

The detailed procedure is as follows. The life data can be 

seen as random variables T , and be ordered by ascendant 

sequence, e.g. 1 2 i nt t t t    . Each life data it has a 

corresponding failure level ( )iF t  which can be described by 

the following approximate median ranks formula [10] 

 
i-0.3

n+0.4
( ) ( ) , n 20

i i
F t P T t                 (10) 

Then using (10), the functional value of each life data it  

can be obtained and the data point ( , ( ))i it F t  will be 

transformed properly into ( ( ), ( ( )))i it F t   so that the latter is 

of linear relation. Thereby, the correlation coefficient can be 
calculated and compared quantitatively in order to choose a 
better distribution type which reflects the equipment’s life data 
laws. 

As mentioned above, some distribution types’ data point 

( , ( ))i it F t  is not of linear relation and certain kinds of 

transformation need to do. Aiming to different distribution type, 
the linearization’s procedure is also different. 

A. Exponential Distribution 

The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of exponential 
distribution is as follow: 
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( ) 1 ,( )

t

F t e t



 




     (11) 

And the parameter   is location parameter. Obviously, the 

data point ( , ( ))i it F t is not of linear relationship. After taking 

logarithm of (11), the following linear equation is obtained 

1 1
ln

1 ( )
t

F t



 
 


  (12) 

The converted variables can be constructed as follow 

1
ln

1 ( )
i

i

i i

y
F t

x t


 

 
 

  (13) 

Then the variables ( , )i ix y  are of linear relationship. 

B. Weibull Distribution with three-parameter 

Weibull distribution is widely used to model the variability 
in the fracture properties of ceramics and metals, where the 
concept of weakest link applies. For three-parameter Weibull 
distribution, its CDF is expressed by [11] 

( ) 1

m
t

F t e





 
 
     (14) 

The difference between two-parameter and three-parameter 

lies in location parameter 0  . In the similar way, after taking 

logarithm twice a linear equation will yield 

1
ln ln ln( ) ln

1 ( )
m t m
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Let 
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  (16) 

The data points ( , )i ix y  are of linear relation. But the 

location parameter   is not an exact value, it means the value 

of ix  cannot be got directly. 

It is well known that many researchers have long been 
pursuing algorithm to estimate the parameter. Commonly used 
methods are the maximum likelihood estimation and the least 
squares estimation [11, 12]. However, these methods are 
tedious and fallible. Here a new idea is proposed to estimate 

the shape parameter. ix  can be seen as a function about 

variable  , then the correlation coefficient is also a function 

about   and it can be depicted by 

( )
( )

( )

xy

xx yy

S

S S


 





  (17) 

The function ( )   will be as an objective function which is 

used to calculate its maximum values. When ( )   reaches its 

extreme value, the value of   is our demanded naturally. 

A numerical analysis method, binary search program, is 
employed by Matlab. The detailed procedures are as follows: 

Step1: In order to simplify the calculation, solving the 
derivative should be first to do. It means that the following 
equation is solved firstly. 

2( ( )) / 0d d      (18) 

After algebraic simplification, the following equation can 
be gotten. 

1 1
( ) 0

2

xy xx

xy xx

dS dS
E

S d S d


 
    (19) 

Step2: If (0) 0E  , then ˆ 0  , turn to the Step5; If 

(0) 0E  , a threshold value such as 1* 10e    need to be 

set and turned to the next step. 

Step3: Set up an initial interval 0 1( , )t t , where 0 0t  . The 

middle value mi 1 0( ) / 2dt t t   of the interval will be 

calculated. If ( )midE t  , then go to the next step; else 

ˆ
midt  . 

Step4: If 
( ) 0midE t 

, then set 0 midt t
. If 

( ) 0midE t 
, 

then set 1 midt t
. Return to Step3. 

Step5: The end. 

Note that the threshold value   may be adjusted properly 

according to the actual life data. After the above steps, an 

estimation ̂  of shape parameter can be obtained. When the 

shape parameter is set, the data points ( , )i ix y  are of linear 

relation from (16) and the principle of linear regression can be 
applied. 

 

IV. APPLICATION PROCEDURE 

A. Life Data Preliminary Analysis  

Histogram is often used to analyze preliminary life data. 
The plotting of histogram may be proceeded as follows:  

1) To find the maximum 
max

X  and the minimum 
min

X
 

among one group of data, 
1
, ,

n
X X  collected from laboratory 

or on-site; 

2) To group those data, the numbers of group   can be 
determined by 

1 3.3 logn    
 

(20) 

3) Calculate the interval t  as follows: 

max min( ) /t X X     (21) 
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In order to plot conveniently, the interval t  should be 

adapted properly.  

4) To determine the upper limit value and lower limit value 
of every group.  

5) To get the medium value of every group.  

6) To count the numbers and frequency of every group.  

7) By taking life data as horizontal coordinate and the 
cumulative frequency as vertical coordinate, plot the frequency 
histogram. 

There are 15 life data X (hour) about certain kinds of 

electric power equipment 
i

t  1280, 1430, 1689, 1901, 2046, 

2302, 2600, 2673, 2945, 3238, 3521, 3928, 4204, 4625, 5787,

1,2, ,15i   Their failure level can be computed by the (10). 

Applying the histogram method to the above data, 1Min t ,

15Max t  the number of group 

101 3.3*log 4.88 5k n    , the interval of group 

(5787 1280) /5 902t    . In order to plot the histogram 

conveniently, some statistics are listed in the Table 1. 

 

TABLE I.  COMPUTE TABLE OF FREQUENCY NUMBER FOR GROUP 

Orders(i) Interval Middle Value Count Frequency 

1 1279~2181 1730 5 0.3333 

2 2181~3083 2632 4 0.2667 

3 3083~3985 3534 3 0.2000 

4 3985~4887 4436 2 0.1333 

5 4887~5789 5338 1 0.0667 

Sum   15 1 

 

In Matlab the command hist (ti,828:902:5338) is used to 
plot the frequency histogram shown as below. 

 

 

Figure 1.  Frequency histogram of life time 

Figure 1 can be seen as a probability density function (PDF) of 
the referred distribution. Through the shape of PDF, it can be 
concluded that the life data are approximately subjected to 
exponential distribution and Weibull distribution because there 
are some similarity shapes to respective PDF figure. 

B. Calculation of correlation coefficient 

For each possible distribution of the life data, what need to 
do is to implement the linearization and calculate the 
correlation coefficient. 

If the life data is subjected to exponential distribution, data 

points ( , ), 1, ,15i ix y i   will be gotten from (13). According 

to the principle of linear regression, the regression coefficient 

estimation value ˆˆ,a b  can be gotten. Then the linear equation is

0.0007 1.0067y x  . Using this equation, the parameter 

value can be gotten 1428, 1438   . Correlation coefficient 

is 0.9863  . 

For Weibull distribution, in virtue of the binary search 
program the value of location parameter can be obtained 

1023.6  . Because it is not equal zero, these life data is 

subject to three-parameter Weibull distribution. From (16)  the 

data points ( , )i ix y are of linear relation. The linear regression 

equation is 1.3916 10.693y x  . The remaining unknown 

parameters are also clear as follow 1.3916, 2173m   . The 

correlation coefficient is 0.9980  . 

It can be found out that equipment’s life data is subjected to 
the three-parameter Weibull distribution because its correlation 
coefficient is the higher. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper verified that the linear regression method can be 
employed on the life data distribution’s inference. Histogram is 
also a useful tool for determining the elementary distribution 
type of life data. For each common distribution, the linear 
regression method cannot be implemented directly. 
Linearization is first to do and the detailed procedures is also 
respective different. During the proceedings of linearization, 
the unknown parameters of each distribution are also deduced 
by the way and it is helpful for the next work. 

The correlation coefficient had been examined for the 
comparison of several probable distribution types. For the 
Weibull distribution, it is needed to estimate the location 
parameter by the binary search program firstly. The result of 
correlation coefficient is a quantitative numerical value which 
is straightforward and convenient to judge which distribution is 
better fitted for the given life data. 
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